Remote Alarm Verification

An Instant Security Presence Any Time, Anywhere
Alarm verification gives you the shortest possible response time when an incident
occurs. Our remote monitoring center activates cameras, scans premises and parking
lots for unauthorised activity and potential threats, advises status and can deliver an
audible message that security is monitoring in real-time.
With remote alarm verification, a live video
feed instantly puts an operator on the scene.
While authorities are on their way operators
can give them critical real-time updates as
the situation unfolds.

Top Security supplements intrusion alarm
monitoring with Remote Guarding to verify
the cause of the activity. False alarms are
reported to your emergency contact. Top
Security Mobile officers and/or police are
dispatched when intrusions are verified.

Advantages of Remote
Alarm Verification:

How Remote Alarm
Verification Works:

• On-demand
activations

alarm

• Expert consultation to find best
camera locations and angles

fees

• Cameras and software connect to a
24/7 monitoring center

• Cost-effective even if you have many
sites in remote locations

• Highly trained professionals remotely
respond to alarm activations at your
facility to determine the cause

response

to

• Reduces costly false alarm
imposed by local jurisdictions

• Access to cutting edge technology
with no new major investment
• Part of a comprehensive service
portfolio

Partner network brings together
industry’s best
Top Security has global agreements with some
of the security industry’s top innovators. This
allows us to deliver the best possible technology
and services in simple, cost-effective packages.

• Response can include audio for live
intervention
• Evidence is documented if an incident
occurs
• Open platforms allow existing
equipment to be utilised — often
in combination with cutting edge
technology

A knowledge leader in security
Remote Guarding, managed by Top Security,
gives you state-of-the-art security in innovative
and cost-effective packages. Cutting edge
cameras and software create real-time security
that helps prevent incidents, optimises security
officers’ time and reduces costs. Top Security
can design, install and maintain the technology
equipment used for this service.
Top Security offers a broad range of services
that include specialised guarding, technology
solutions, mobile guarding and corporate risk
management; we customise offerings that
are suited to the individual customer’s needs.
From small businesses to large corporations,
our employees make a difference every day.

For more information on how
Top Security can offer integrated
guarding alternatives for your
security program, please contact
us at Dublin 01-4900333, Cork
021-4968967 or visit
www.topsecurity.ie

